1
00:10 to: Merrolee (NZ)

going well!!!
00:36 to: Brock Cook

yea :)
00:55 to: Susan Coppola

yes
00:57 to: Helen OTUK

yes :)
00:57 to: Kaija Hakanen

yes
00:58 to: tasneem

yes
00:59 to: Lucy Burroughs

yes
01:00 to: Anita Hamilton

yes
01:01 to: @Wardmans (The Netherlands)

yes
01:45 to: Brock Cook

Aus
01:55 to: tasneem

jesusalem /israel
01:57 to: Lucy Burroughs

uk
02:01 to: Susan Coppola

yes
02:01 to: NickaZ

Hi
02:01 to: Sheila S-Maine

hi
02:02 to: Anita Hamilton

Hi Karen
02:03 to: Kaija Hakanen
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finland
02:04 to: Caitlin

hi
02:06 to: Susan Coppola

nc,usa
02:08 to: Julie C - Ireland

Leprachaun Land
02:09 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

los angeles
02:09 to: gillianprince

UK
02:10 to: Anita Hamilton

Aus
02:12 to: @Wardmans (The Netherlands)

Holland!
02:16 to: Helen OTUK

Hello Karen, good to be here
02:19 to: ella

finland
02:22 to: tasneem

arkansas :)
02:29 to: Merrolee (NZ)

Aotearoa/new Zealand!
02:43 to: Kaija Hakanen

:)
02:43 to: Julie C - Ireland

:)
02:47 to: Lucy Burroughs

:-)
02:49 to: kuu

:)
02:54 to: Mel Wrigley

Hi, England:)
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03:30 to: Helen OTUK

1st!
03:32 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

lol
03:33 to: tasneem

heheh
03:41 to: Helen OTUK

lol @Brock :p
05:09 to: Merrolee (NZ)

Hi Sue.. lovely to see you online!
05:48 to: Anita Hamilton

I love your southern accent ;)
06:05 to: Anita Hamilton

;)
06:42 to: maureen.moore1

agree!
07:18 to: Karen Jacobs

Please wait to post a question until Sue finishes her presentation. Thanks so much.
08:37 to: Andrea(Scotland)

Yeah!!! Back on it...
08:52 to: Brock Cook

lol wb Andrea
09:23 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

so true... inclusive tourism is much needed... especially for some great tourist
destinations
09:46 to: Helen OTUK

Glad you are back Andrea, enjoy
10:21 to: Andrea(Scotland)

Thanks to the wonder of FB, a new friend has loaned me the use of his wifi
10:25 to: Anita Hamilton

nice title Salford
10:48 to: Alex Moss (Scotland) 1

you at Andrews already Andrea!!
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10:52 to: Andrea(Scotland)

yeah
11:11 to: Alex Moss (Scotland) 1

wow that was a quick dash across town!
11:23 to: Alex Moss (Scotland) 1

:)
11:34 to: Andrea(Scotland)

(a)
18:42 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

ooh! This is great!
18:58 to: Julie C - Ireland

:)
20:32 to: maureen.moore1

brilliant!
20:38 to: tasneem

amazing
21:15 to: Karen Jacobs

This is such an important aspect that we forget.
21:39 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

oh yes... I think Hong Kong will be very important in regards to individuals with
Autism (if they want to go there for travel)
21:53 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

the sensory environment can be pretty overwhelming in that country
22:41 to: Rashid Kashani

oh canada!
22:46 to: Merrolee (NZ)

Hi Lynn.. just saw you are in the class :-)
24:00 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

maybe I could help do such a manual for Hong Kong, my home country. :)
24:19 to: Marion (Aberdeen, Scotland)

Oh how I hate Fire alarms! Feel like I have missed the whole of this session!
27:12 to: Andrea(Scotland)
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Andrew just gave an example of a manager in resturant blowing up a menu to help
him see it better..
28:02 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

really... that's intersting, Andrea
28:07 to: Julie C - Ireland

(y)
28:22 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

maybe restaurants should use smart menus. :)
28:40 to: Julie C - Ireland

Smart Menus??
28:55 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

well... like having a restaurant menu on an iPad
28:56 to: tasneem

u mean as in using an ipad bill ??
29:18 to: Julie C - Ireland

Ah yeah really good idea
29:33 to: Julie C - Ireland

Im so not techno haha
29:35 to: Karen Jacobs

The iPad is now becoming a gimick as a menu
29:50 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

really, didn't know about that Karen
30:22 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

I know in some chinese restaurants (Hong Kong and LA), sometimes we check off
items on a menu (unfortunately that is paper based)
30:51 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

but perhaps with the new iPad mini... maybe this will be more affordable
32:45 to: Kaija Hakanen

Thank you Susan, very interesting!
32:52 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

thanks Susan... very interesting
33:01 to: Esra OT

I know I came late but I really am sooo sorry I missed ur presentation
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33:03 to: Susan Coppola

thanks
33:04 to: NickaZ

Very relevant and well presented. Thank you.
33:14 to: Elaam Leung

Thank you! Sorry i came in late!
33:19 to: Susan Coppola

is anyone doing this sort of work?
33:23 to: tasneem

thank you very much for the presentatin
33:41 to: Andrea(Scotland)

Hi Elaam
34:00 to: Elaam Leung

Hi Andrea! :D
34:06 to: maureen.moore1

It was fabulous thank you....loved it and much food for thought...
34:48 to: Andrea(Scotland)

some of the biggest issue I have found in going places is simple things as accessible
chnaging facitlies.. Swimming pools with higher temps and hoisting
35:09 to: @Wardmans (The Netherlands)

as a student: is there a place where i can find all the topics i need to pay attention to
when inspecting places?
35:21 to: Esra OT

how can I get this session recorded from ? I am really very interested in this
35:47 to: Rashid Kashani

it will be available on OT4OT site in next few weeks
35:56 to: Anita Hamilton

we will post a link on our website
36:05 to: NickaZ

What would be great to see is a resource for clients about what happens when they
need to travel by plane.
36:07 to: Anita Hamilton

ot4ot.com
36:11 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT
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yes... and changing the sensory experiences can be really difficult (such as going to
a dim sum restaurant during a busy time for someone with SPD)
36:32 to: Esra OT

aha, thank you very much, its really valueable
36:47 to: NickaZ

Hear hear! about the single room accessible. A bit of an issue when you have a
sports team travelling together.
36:59 to: Anita Hamilton

Yes!!
38:21 to: Susan Coppola

other comments or experiences?
38:27 to: @Wardmans (The Netherlands)

as a student: is there a place where i can find all the topics i need to pay attention to
when inspecting places?
39:30 to: Sheila S-Maine

Please comment on working with airlines on accessibility.
39:40 to: Esra OT

http://www.dpiap.org/ , is it this?
39:41 to: Helen OTUK

It is a shame ClaireOT is not here. She often blogs about difficulties when accessing
transport.
40:04 to: Andrea(Scotland)

Most airports will accomadate chnaging when travelling, however need lots of
wanring and it;s worht visiting before going on the trip
40:14 to: Esra OT

http://www.dpiap.org/
40:16 to: @Wardmans (The Netherlands)

thank you esra
40:34 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

or I will add... if you know some locals, that would be helpful, too
40:35 to: Esra OT

your welcom
40:48 to: Esra OT

welcome*
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41:40 to: maureen.moore1

which hotel is this again please
41:45 to: Andrea(Scotland)

Tenerife hotel was very accomadating, hoisting, beach chairs etc
41:49 to: Andrea(Scotland)

not sure of name
41:57 to: maureen.moore1

thank you!
42:06 to: Andrea(Scotland)

Canary Islands
42:47 to: @Wardmans (The Netherlands)

thank you so much for the answer!!
43:10 to: Esra OT

http://www.chiangmai.net/hotel/87928-doria-hotel-bodrum-bodrum43:43 to: Esra OT

:)
43:45 to: maureen.moore1

brilliant idea!
43:47 to: @Wardmans (The Netherlands)

thanks! your fast!
43:49 to: Andrea(Scotland)

http://www.disabledaccessholidays.com/disabled/accessible-holidays/tenerife.asp
43:53 to: @Wardmans (The Netherlands)

you're
44:03 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

or someone who is used to be from the country would also help
44:18 to: Brock Cook

YAY Aus!
44:19 to: Brock Cook

lol
44:20 to: Elaam Leung

Thanks guys for the links!
44:29 to: Andrea(Scotland)
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http://www.marysol.org/eng/spz_01.php
44:30 to: maureen.moore1

ditto
44:55 to: Esra OT

:)
45:00 to: maureen.moore1

yeay! good idea
45:12 to: Anita Hamilton

Hmmm... But shouldn't it be universally accessible?
45:30 to: Anita Hamilton

ie: shouldn't travel agents improve their skills?
45:48 to: Merrolee (NZ)

big issue down here, but still doesn't mean everything is very accessible... my friend
is staying in a wheelchair accessible motel unit post his spinal injury (62 year old) on
bicycle. He couldn't eas
45:48 to: Merrolee (NZ)

ily get his chair over the lip of the sliding door - we made up a mini ramp for him
which has made a huge difference to his everyday mobility. do wonder how others
have managed staying in this motel i
45:48 to: Merrolee (NZ)

n the past..
46:03 to: Merrolee (NZ)

oh.. he's just in the motel while his house is made wheelchair accessible..
46:09 to: maureen.moore1

true...OT consultancy then to travel agencies
46:30 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

Hong Kong is getting better at universal designhttp://www.archsd.gov.hk/english/knowledge_sharing/ua/01-Chapter1.pdf
46:38 to: Anita Hamilton

I would hate to segregate PWD off to separate travel agncies
46:54 to: Esra OT

shouldnt we make a course of essential training for persons who plan for building
places about this ?
47:07 to: Anita Hamilton

Ah! so s specialist within each agency?
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47:15 to: Esra OT

and make even part of their educational programs
47:22 to: Esra OT

make it*
47:28 to: Anita Hamilton

YES Esra :)
47:28 to: Rashid Kashani

nice links to Ingrid's presentation on accessible play places
47:32 to: Esra OT

yes thats what I meant thank you :)
47:57 to: Rashid Kashani

nest session:http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-22
48:13 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

http://diamondcab.com.hk/ There is diamond cap in HK- which are taxis for
individuals with disabilities
48:15 to: NickaZ

Thank you for a great presentation.
48:17 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

cab*
48:21 to: Rashid Kashani

thank you Sue from Susan Burwash
48:27 to: Karen Jacobs

Please join us by clicking on this URL for the ext session:
http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-22
48:29 to: Esra OT

thank you, I loved your subject
48:31 to: Anita Hamilton

It was GREAT!!!
48:31 to: maureen.moore1

agree, CPD opportunities to be search for now....thank you very much! very
interesting and well presented!
48:36 to: Esra OT

karen the voice is gone
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48:37 to: Susan Coppola

thank you, all!
48:37 to: Helen OTUK

Thanks Sue
48:40 to: Karen Miles

is there a list anywhere of session titles?
48:41 to: Rashid Kashani

karen can't hear you
48:41 to: Andrea(Scotland)

Inspired!!
48:50 to: Mel Wrigley

Thankyou, very inspiring
48:54 to: maureen.moore1

agree
48:54 to: Rashid Kashani

ot4ot.com/ot24vx2012
48:54 to: Anita Hamilton

lost your sound at the end Karen
48:58 to: otvx salford party

thanks
49:02 to: Merrolee (NZ)

Great.. thanks Sue.... it was really interesting..
49:03 to: Elaam Leung

Thank you so much!
49:06 to: Esra OT

well , thank you really much :)
49:08 to: tasneem

thank you for the presentation :)
49:14 to: Julie C - Ireland

thank you :)
49:22 to: Kaija Hakanen

thank you Susan, i had many ideas for my coming bachelor´ theses :)
49:57 to: maureen.moore1
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ta for now
50:03 to: @Wardmans (The Netherlands)

thank you!
50:08 to: Karen Jacobs

Thank you for joining us. Great presentation and discussion.
54:44 to: Brigitte Zaehringer (Germany) #2

Hi All, sorry can´ hear anything!

